Name: Eunice Clifton
Started at KU: 2008
Current title: Accounting manager, Design and Construction Management.

What that means: Clifton is responsible for the accounting of corporate, federal and state funds for capital projects, greater than $750,000. She processes paperwork and coordinates payments to service providers for construction and maintenance projects in campus buildings.

Notable: Clifton immersed herself in learning the job and initially worked outside of regular work hours to grasp all the aspects of it. Her co-workers say she "really stepped up to the plate" in quickly getting a handle on her job and the accounts, particularly as her starting employment coincided with the end of the accounting year, a notably busy and crucial time. Her work brings Clifton into contact with many people across campus and beyond, and she excels at this customer service aspect of her job. Other campus accountants enjoy working with her, and she is always a courteous, helpful "voice of KU" to those construction providers and vendors who may never step foot on campus.